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reduce latency in Java/Swing applications How to reduce latency in Java/Swing applications? In my case, a java swing application takes long to open and display a window. It takes about 2 seconds. I am using a normal HD display. It is fast when I type in the keyboard and save a file, but when I start the application it takes time to open. A: If you're using a display, you have to read from it first, and it's
likely your user interface is pulling the display from the operating system and then applying the necessary rendering to it. The startup delay you're seeing is probably the time required for the operating system to render the main display. If your application is going to make use of this display, it should probably offload as much of the rendering to the system as possible. In particular, you should never
have your user interface draw directly to the display, but use the system's image or paint method instead. On the other hand, if you're not making use of the display, it's entirely possible your application is simply taking a long time to start up. It could be that your application is heavily multithreaded, or that it's taking a long time to acquire resources like a database connection. It could also be that you're
using a bad design for your application, but there's no good way to test this without seeing your code. @Sotirios Delimanolis is right that in my case the issue was that I was not using the display. But still, I am thinking if the application opens slowly to use a low resolution screen (like 480 x 854) and increase the resolution as the program progresses. This way the user will see the UI elements as the
program opens. The question that remains is: How to measure how long is slow to open a Swing app? A. Field of the Invention This invention relates generally to improvements in the assembly of Christmas 82157476af
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